Abstract
This study aims to identify third-grade students’ performance levels for written expression and handwriting and to find the relationship between these performances. The study is based on relational screening model. It is carried out with 110 third grade students. Students’ levels of success in handwriting and in written expression are evaluated with observation forms developed by researchers. The results of the study reveal that third grade students’ success in handwriting is good, while their success in written expression is moderate. The relationship between their success level of handwriting and that of written expression is found to be moderate as well.
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1. Introduction
Students can express their knowledge, thoughts and feelings through writing skills. Writing is an entry level cognitive skill and it has an important place in academic success. In addition to academic life, it is necessary to have effective writing skills for business and daily life as well. The main purpose of teaching writing skills is to provide students with legible, practical and accurate (in line with spelling and punctuation rules) handwriting skill in addition to acquisition of necessary skills to express their feelings, thoughts and impressions in written form.

Before 2005, basic vertical letters were used in teaching reading and writing; and reading and writing were taught by the sentence method in Turkey. As of 2005, due to the fact that Turkish is an agglutinative language, reading and writing started to be taught with Sound Based Sentence method. By this method, it was aimed to enable the students to rapidly pass on to sound, from sound to syllables, from syllables to word, and from word to sentence and it was thought that learning reading and writing would be easier. For example, a rapid transition to the word “hand” (el) with the sounds “e” and “l” and to the sentence “Ela and Lale are hand in hand” (Ela ile Lale ele ele) with the sound “a” given thereafter was provided. Besides the sound based sentence method, teaching of cursive italic handwriting to the students was taken as a basis in the education program that was introduced in 2005 in Turkey. In Turkish Language Teaching Program (2006) the reasons for adopting slant cursive handwriting were summarized as following: “Cursive slant handwriting is aesthetic, its being continuous provides fluency in thinking, as it is suitable for kids’ anatomy, it enables fluent, practical and aesthetic writing”. It is possible to say that there are different views in literature with regard to cursive handwriting. It can be possible to summarize the views for and against cursive handwriting under the following sections:

1.1 Fluency in Thinking- written Expression and Reading
Based on studies which claim that continuous movements support fluency in thinking (Spencer et al., 2003; Giedd et al., 2001; Giedd et al., 1996) we can consider that cursive handwriting must be taught in the first years of the school as it is done so in our current education system (Bo et al., 2014). Cursive handwriting reinforces brain development. During cursive handwriting, kids make use of small muscles in their hands; they concentrate and think about how to write in order to make it legible. This, in the end, supports development of thinking skills which are necessary for reading and
writing (Klemm, 2013). In literature (New American Cursive Penmanship Program, 2009; Owens, 2009; Troyer, 2005), it is possible to come across such views that there is a relationship between cursive writing and fluent reading and it supports fluency in reading (cited in Blazer, 2010). This is also stated among the reasons for transition to slant cursive handwriting in Turkish Language Teaching Program (MEB, 2006).

In contrast to that, in literature (Burns, 1968; Kulh & Dewitz, 1994; Tinker, 1955) it is also emphasized by others (Burns, 1968; Kulh & Dewitz, 1994; Tinker, 1955) that cursive handwriting causes difficulties in reading as manuscript is extensively used in the media such as books and journals etc. In his experimental study on reading comprehension of 4th grade students, Tosunoğlu (2010) finds out that level of reading comprehension decreases when a different writing style is used other than the one used in writing activities and in reading texts. But in literature, there are also several studies (Otto & Rarick, 1969; Duvall, 1985; Karlsdottir, 1996) concluding that use of either manuscript or cursive handwriting does not make any meaningful difference in reading skills (cited in Schwellnus et al., 2012)

1.2 Difficulty/Easiness to Learn

In Turkish Language Teaching program, it is observed that, students, at the beginning, draw straight and circular lines. This makes it easier for them to pass to cursive slant writing (MEB 2006). According to Mosse (1982), writing mistakes over small letters (ı, I, l etc.) which resemble each other both physically and in terms of spelling, disappear with handwriting. According to Blumenfeld (1978) kids do not confuse letters in handwriting.

However, Bo et al., (2014), in a study on children between 5-12 ages, concludes that children can write manuscript more easily and legibly compared to cursive letters. According to Faris (1997), kids at age 3 draw simple straight lines, vertical and horizontal lines and circles. As a result of these early experiences, at age 6 or 7 they write vertical and horizontal lines more easily compared to cursive slant writing which require complex connections, because horizontal lines, which involve movement in left –right direction, and vertical lines, which involve top/bottom movements are all based on already acquired motor skills. Graham (1992) points out that hand needs to change its movement more when writing slant letters. He indicates that hand movements, which are required to write slant letters by going over existing lines with more pen movement, normally take place at the later stages of child’s development. In addition to that, Karlsdottir (1996) finds out that for 75% of letters, manuscript and cursive letter shapes are of comparable difficulty.

1.3 Writing Speed

One of the justifications for teaching handwriting is that it enables writing fast as words are written without any interruption. Slant cursive writing is continuous and fast. In writing manuscript, it is necessary to stop at the end of each letter. That’s why, writing process is often interrupted and slowed down (Güneş, 2007) Given the level of child’s development at early ages, crossed lines may cause difficulties in writing (Schwellnus et al.,2012). The beginning and ending points of the letters are different in cursive and manuscript writing. In cursive handwriting, letters end in one specific point while for manuscript letters, there are eight different points where writing ends. These advantages of cursive handwriting enable easier learning and usage of the cursive handwriting alphabet as well as fast writing (Başaran &Karataş, 2005). However, in literature comparing writing speed of students according to their writing styles, it is also possible to encounter such conclusions claiming that that cursive slant handwriting is not faster (Bayat, 2016a; Graham et al., 1998; Jackson, 1970; Trap- Porter, et al., 1984).

In sum, based on current studies (Schwellnus et al. 2012) it is difficult to say which style of writing (cursive or manuscript) is more beneficial for the children. Morin, Lavoie and Montésinos-Gelet (2012) conclude that three different styles of writing (manuscript/cursive, manuscript, and cursive) have different effects (speed, quality, word production, and text production) over writing skills. In the past, legible and stylish handwriting has been an indicator of one’s level of education and his/her social status (Blazer 2010). Although today it is generally thought that cursive slant handwriting has started to lose its importance (Blazer, 2010; Armstrong, 2014; Puranik et al., 2014), teaching of handwriting skills especially in primary and secondary school programs keeps its importance despite arguments over the style of writing (cursive or manuscript) (Graham et al., 2014; Kiuhaara et al. 2009; Schwellnus et al. 2012; Sharp & Titus, 2016; Ziviani & Watson-Will, 1998).

Whichever style of writing is chosen, in teaching writing it is targeted that student write legibly and fluently and they develop their writing skills. Whether writing is legible or not is an important factor that affects the evaluation of written expression. For example, if a text is not legible, evaluator can give a grade depending on non-accurate information. Even if the text is legible, the quality of handwriting (whether it looks nice or not) may create prejudices in evaluation of the content. In both scenarios, the grade given to the written text may not reflect the truth (Santangelo & Graham, 2015). Taking this fact as the starting point, this study aims at evaluation of cursive slant hand writing and written expression skills of third grade students at primary school. With this purpose, answers are sought for the following questions.
1. What is the success level of third graders in handwriting legibly?
2. What is the success level of third graders in written expression?
3. Is there any relationship between students’ success levels in legible handwriting and written expression?

2. Method

2.1 Method of the Study

The study is based on relational screening model. Relational screening model “aims at determining the existence and the level of covariance between two or more variables” (Karasar, 2005: 81). Since the study intends to find out the relationship between third grade students’ levels of success in written expression and level of success in stylish handwriting, it is designed in “relational screening model”. With regard to data collection technique, the study is based on observation. Texts written by students are evaluated by making use of observation forms.

2.2 Study Group

For choosing the study group, maximum diversity method is employed among the purposeful sampling methods. The purpose here is to establish a comparatively small sample and to reflect the diversity of people that can be part of the problem studied (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005). 110 third graders studying in primary schools in the city center, suburbs and villages of Giresun District are included in the sample. 61% of the students study in primary schools in the city center while 27.2% and 11.8% study in schools in suburbs and villages respectively. 47.7% of students is male and 56.3% female.

2.3 Measurement Tools

The study employs measurement tools for evaluation of “legible handwriting” and “written expression”. In evaluation of legibility of handwriting, there are generally 5 dimensions taken into account in literature (Graham, 1982; Kaminsky & Powers, 1981; Koenke, 1986; Rosenblum et al., 2003; Rubin & Henderson, 1982): shape of letters, their size, slant (slope), space between letters and writing on the line. Taking into account this criteria, Turkish Language Teaching Program and measurement tools used in the literature (Ateş & Yıldırım, 2007; Bayat, 2016a; Bayat & Çoşkun, 2016; Sudsawad et al, 2001), an evaluation form consisting of 10 items has been developed. Form gives the following scores: very good (5), good (4), average (3), inadequate (2) and bad (1). Views of experts (Two area experts of Classroom Teaching, one area expert of Turkish Language Teaching, one area expert of Assessment and Evaluation) have been asked about the form that have been developed. Researchers have applied the form to a group of students (63) other than the sample group in order to determine the measurement difficulties and a better-applicable form has been developed. No change has been made over the items stated in the measurement tool after this pre-application. It can be stated that such work has increased the validity of measurement tool.

In pre-application of the form, Cronbach Alpha reliability was measured at 83. After pre-application, two researchers independently gave scores to student’s writings. According to data obtained through observation, the rate of coherence between evaluations made by two different observers was 81%. For the main application, rate of coherence was 84%. It is normally expected that rate of coherence that is used to determine inter-rater reliability is more than 70% (Tavşancıl & Aslan, 2001: 81). Non-compatible coding has been reviewed and rated again by common decision. In conclusion, it can be stated that reliability of the scores were maintained at an acceptable level.

To make an assessment of the written expression skills, students have been asked to write a short story by using these key words: “carrot”, “lie”, “rabbit”, “danger” and “to promise” and their writings have been evaluated by “written expression observation form” Turkish Language Teaching Program and measurement tools used in the literature (Bayat, 2014; Dağtaş, 2012; Göçer, 2010; Graham et al, 2013) have been analyzed and an evaluation form consisting of 10 items have been developed. Form gives the following scores: very good (5), good (4), average (3), inadequate (2) and bad (1). Expert views (Two area experts of Classroom Teaching, one area expert of Turkish Language Teaching, one area expert of Assessment and Evaluation) have been asked about the form that have been developed. Researchers have applied the form to a group of students (63) other than the sample group in order to determine the measurement difficulties and a more applicable form has been developed. No change has been made over the items stated in the measurement tool after this pre-application. It can be stated that such work has increased the validity of measurement tool.

In pre-application of the form, Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient was measured at .81. According to data obtained through observation, the rate of coherence between evaluations made by two observers was 79%. For the main application, rate of coherence was 82%. It is normally expected that rate of coherence that is used to determine inter-rater reliability is more than 70% (Tavşancıl & Aslan, 2001: 81). Non-compatible coding has been reviewed and rated again by common decision. In conclusion it can be stated that reliability of the scores were maintained at an acceptable level.
2.4 Data Collection and Analysis

To make an assessment of the written expression skills, students have been asked to write a short story by using these key words: “carrot”, “lie”, “rabbit”, “and danger” and “to promise”. A process-based approach has been adopted for writing activity. The work that has been carried out under process based approach is as following:

Pre-writing: Students have been asked what the key words given to them evoke in their minds. They have been requested to create a mind map. Later, these mind maps have been shared in the class.

Drafting: In the light of key words, students have been asked to specify and write down the main subject of the story, its characters, main idea and the time of the story.

Arranging and Writing: They have been asked to write the story by making use of the mind map and draft forms they just formulated.

Re-arrangement: They have been asked to read their stories and make necessary arrangements.

Sharing: They have been asked to post their stories on the class board, to read/analyze each other’s story. It took 2 classes (80 minutes) to apply this study in one classroom. All data was collected within 8 classes/periods.

After the stories were written, the data collected with rating of students writings were analyzed. For his purpose, standard deviation and arithmetic average calculations were made and the existence of a meaningful relationship between the legibility of handwriting and the level of success in written expression was tested with Pearson Product Movement Correlation Technique.

3. Findings

Data related to legible handwriting skills of third grade students are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Data related to legible handwriting skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
<th>( \bar{X} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Shaping letters correctly,</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Writing letters in appropriate size,</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Writing without disrupting the slope</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Making connections between letters correctly</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Writing letters’ extensions correctly</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Writing on the line</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Leaving appropriate place between words,</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Writing cleanly (without any sign of eraser or scribble)</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Writing in line with page format,</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Writing letters with dots and lines (g, i, t etc.) correctly.</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>.62</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.07</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is seen in Table 1, the average score for 3rd grade students’ success level in legible handwriting is \( \bar{X} = 4.07 \). According to Table 1, students’ level of legible handwriting is good. Their level of skill for “writing without disrupting the slope” is moderate ( \( \bar{X} =3.33 \) ). And their skill level for writing on the line, extending the letters correctly, leaving appropriate space between words and writing cleanly, is very high, with averages between the range of \( \bar{X} =4.32-4.53 \). On the other hand, skills of shaping letters correctly, writing letters in appropriate sizes, making connections appropriately and writing letters with dots and lines correctly are good, changing within the range of \( \bar{X} =3.97-4.17 \).

Data related to 3rd grade students’ success level in legible written expression is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Data related to written expression skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
<th>( \bar{X} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Writing without any defects of expression in the sentence.</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Maintaining integrity of expression between the sentences.</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Maintaining story line (plot) in writing</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Writing an appropriate introduction.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Writing an appropriate title.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Writing sentences with appropriate verb tenses.</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Writing without repetition of same meaning.</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Writing without going off the topic.</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Writing without going off the main idea.</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Writing an appropriate conclusion.</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>.83</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.33</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed that the average score for written expression skills is \( \bar{X} = 3.33 \). According to Table 1, students’ success level for written expression skills is moderate.
Level of skills for “Maintaining a story line in writing, writing an appropriate introduction, and writing without repetition of the same meaning is good, with scores ranging between $\bar{X} = 3.41-3.84$.

Lowest level of success is observed for the skill of writing without expression defects: $\bar{X} = 2.98$. Success levels for skills of “maintaining integrity of expression between sentences, writing with appropriate verb tenses, without going off the topic and off the main idea and writing an appropriate conclusion.” are moderate with scores between the ranges of $\bar{X} = 3.01-3.34$.

The relationship between the success levels of legible handwriting and that of written expression for third grade students is given in table 3.

Table 3. Data related to legibility and success level for written expression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>s.d</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legibility</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written Expression</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$p \leq .001$

The existence of a meaningful relationship between legible handwriting and students’ success levels in written expression is tested with Pearson Product Movement Correlation Coefficient. As it is seen in Table 3, $r = .62$. It can be stated that there is moderate relationship between student’s success levels in legible handwriting and their success levels for written expression.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The findings of this study, which analyzes primary school third grade students’ skills for handwriting and written expression, reveal that students’ skill level in legible handwriting is good. When studies featuring the opinions of students and teachers involved in cursive slant handwriting since its initiation in Turkey are reviewed, it can be stated that there are different conclusions.

For example, Ateş, Çetinkaya and Yıldırım (2014) concluded that classroom teachers believe that students’ difficulties in writing, to a large extend, stems from cursive slant handwriting. In his study, Duran (2011) reached to the conclusion that a certain percentage of the teachers involved in his research (n=36, 16%) think that not all spellings of cursive slant letters used in teaching reading & writing are appropriate and it is necessary to start teaching reading and writing with manuscript. It is found out that 50.8% of the teachers prefer cursive slant handwriting while remaining 49.2 is in favor of manuscript. Kirmızı and Kasap (2013) stated that teachers found using manuscript much easier both during the preparatory stage for reading & writing and during teaching of writing itself and they claimed that students wrote more legible and stylish with manuscript. It was found out that the majority of the teacher’s preferred using manuscript as they found it difficult to teach reading and writing with cursive slant letters. In their research on 6th grade students, Akkaya and Kara (2012) determined that 39.9% of the students did not use cursive slant letters in writing; they didn’t make use of cursive slant handwriting because they had negative attitude towards it, manuscript was widely used, cursive slant handwriting was not legible and their teachers had influence over them. However, Şahin (2012) found out that teachers generally had not faced much problem in teaching cursive slant handwriting. Hammerschmidt and Sudsawad (2004) indicated that while evaluating students’ handwriting, teachers judged whether their writing was legible and fast by comparing them with their peers in addition to general criteria. Teachers took into account the willingness of students in participating in writing activities in addition to legibility.

It can be stated that, similar to studies reviewing students’ and teachers’ opinions, studies analyzing the success levels of students in handwriting have different (contradicting) conclusions as well. For example Bay (2010) concludes that developments of primary school first grade students’ writing skills are generally at normal levels and all students except students under inclusive program are complaint with writing rules. In addition to that, students who commit writing errors mostly (40%) do so in cursive slant writing. Bayat and Çelenk (2015) also has found that first grade students’ writing skills are sufficient but the lowest level of success is observed in stylish and legible writing. Coşkun and Coşkun (2012) established that handwriting skills of classroom teachers’ and Turkish Language teachers’ were moderate, and 3rd and 8th grade students had bad handwriting skills while 5th and 6th graders’ skills were at moderate level. Bayat (2016a), in his study on 8th grade students who first learned reading and writing with cursive slant letters, concluded that students, when they were set free, had a very low tendency to prefer cursive slant writing (17%) and their level of success in legible handwriting were at moderate levels, their success level in fast writing was good, and there was no meaningful difference in their levels of success in legible and fast writing according to style of writing that was chosen.

Given these studies made in literature, it is obvious that there are certain problems faced in teaching cursive slant handwriting in Turkey. But, when studies analyzing the success levels of students are taken into account, it is noticed that different results have been obtained in different classes. In this context, it is difficult to make a generalization about
whether teaching of cursive slant handwriting in Turkey has been successful or not. Indeed, in this study, 3rd grade students’ level of success in legible handwriting is found moderate. However, it is thought-provoking that in researches made in Turkey (Bayat, 2016b; Duran & Bitir, 2015; Yıldız et al., 2016), it is noted that as students attend to a higher class, they tend to prefer writing manuscript letters despite the fact that they don’t get a formal basic education on manuscript whereas one of the reasons for transition to cursive slant handwriting has been the argument that students enjoy this style of writing (MEB 2006). The fact that students do not prefer cursive slant hand writing could be interpreted as an indication of success/failure. Because, in addition to students’ success in cursive slant writing in schools, students’ preference when they are left free to choose in the school or in their daily life is also an important factor that should be taken into account. Moreover, some studies (Bayat; 2016a; Graham et al., 1998; Morin, et al., 2012) conclude that style of writing (Cursive, Manuscript, Mix) does not make any meaningful difference in terms of legibility or speed of writing. Under these circumstances, it can be said that both styles of writing should be taught in the schools and the decision to choose one of them should be left to the students rather than insisting on teaching a single style of writing in the education system.

In this study, third grade students’ the level of success in written expression is also analyzed. It is found out that most common errors that students commit are making expression defects (incoherence in writing) and going off the main idea. In total, students’ level of success in written expression is found to be moderate. A process based approach to writing have been adopted in this study and students have been asked to write a story based on key words given to them. In studies (Dalgış, 2012; Bayat, 2016b; Bayat, 2014) where a process based approach to writing is adopted, it is observed that students’ written expression and creative writing skills are improved. For this reason, it’s possible to say that, in order to improve students’ written expression skills, it is necessary to allocate enough time to activities in which they can write on subjects that are interesting for them (Akkaya, 2014; Smith, 2013) and in which a process based approach to reading is adopted (Badger & White, 2000; Bayat, 2014; Graham et al., 2013).

Finally, in this study, it is also determined that there is a moderate level of relationship between 3rd grade students level of success in legible handwriting and their success level for written expression. While evaluating skills of written expression, punctuation errors and misspellings have been ignored and the focus has been on the fluent expression of thoughts and feeling by students, that is to say, on the content. Skills to write legibly are evaluated separately. In literature (Berninger, 1999; Santangelo & Graham, 2015; Olive & Kellog, 2002), it is claimed that success in handwriting affects success in written expression. This study has found out that students’ scores for legible handwriting are good while their scores for written expression is moderate. Given that relationship between success in handwriting and success in written expression is also moderate, it is possible to think that cursive slant handwriting does not have a very profound effect over written expression skills. However, in order to have a clear idea in this subject, it is necessary to make studies with much broader bases. Because, there are many other factors affecting students level of success in written expression, such as development of language, socio-cultural conditions, vocabulary, attitudes towards writing etc. New experimental studies may be carried out where all these variables are kept under control, by studying levels of success in legibility, speed and written expression in different writing styles (cursive, manuscript and mix).
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